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simplicity. It consisted of a steel tube passed through the fuselage and held to it by shock cords wound around the lower longeron and the tube. Side loads as ... 
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Landing Gears For Light Aircraft By Georges Jacquemin, EAA 3618 (Reprinted in part from the magazine Canadian Aviation) ing surface to compress the rubber. Fitted to the streamlined tube, this block maintains the wheel in its proper position. Another piece of rubber tube supports the weight of the gear in flight and absorbs the rebound. This landing gear is used on all Jodels, the Jurca "Tempete" and



he landing gear is a very imT portant part of any aircraft. To many homebuilders it presents some difficult problems. In this article I will describe four types of landing gears commonly used on light aircraft.



The Flying Flea landing gear shown in Fig. 1 was used by Henry Mignet on his HM-8 and other early ships and is described here because of its



Fig. 4. Jodel landing gear (left)



Fig. 3 Mignet HM-290 landing gear.



The popular Piper Cub-type landing gear is shown in Fig. 2. This



landing gear is common on high-wing aircraft, and since it is widely used on industrially made aircraft, shock cord rings and other components are readily available. The whole structure is made of welded steel tubes. A simple jig is necessary for weldFig. 1. Landing gear used on Henri Mignet's HM-8 "Flying Flea".



simplicity. It consisted of a steel tube passed through the fuselage and held to it by shock cords wound around the lower longeron and the tube. Side loads as well as fore and aft and up loads were all taken by the shock cord, and the tube was held against rotation by a short rubber tipped bar bearing against the cockpit floor. This landing gear did not require any welding. Although the ride was rather bumpy, it performed quite well for an aircraft of that size.



If the tube happened to



be bent during a hard landing, it was easily replaced.



ing up the V branch. In France where the Piper Cubtype landing gear is not readily available, Henri Mignet designed two types of landing gears for his HM-290, shown in Fig. 3. The V branches are attached at the bottom of the fuselage instead of at the lower longeron, which is the case with the Piper Cub. The shock absorbing strut can be made in two different ways, either using steel springs and telescopic tubes or shock cord on a special mount inside of the fuselage. Here again the structure is made of welded steel tubes, and some machined parts are required for the



method using telescopic tubes and springs. There may also be some difficulty



in



securing



adequate



springs when commercially made springs cannot be adapted. Springs made to special order would be costly. A similar type gear adapted for low-wing aircraft is used on the Druine "Turbulent". For low-wing airplanes a popular



Fig. 2 Piper Cubtype landing gear. SPORT AVIATION



type landing gear is the Jodel, shown in Fig. 4. This landing gear is simply attached to the front wing spar. The shock absorber is made of rubber bushings separated by plywood plates. A block at the end of the telescopic tube is used as a bear-



Fig. 5 Cessna-type landing gear (left)



Piel "Emeraude", and a number of other French amateur-built aircraft. It can be purchased ready-made. The Cessna-type landing gear invented by famous homebuilder Steve Wittman is shown in Fig. 5. This type of landing gear, while popular in the U. S., is not often used on amateur-built aircraft owing to the difficulties encountered in making the spring leg. This leg is usually a piece of spring steel plate cut and bent to shape and heat treated to spring characteristics. This of course cannot be done easily by amateurs. However, there is a possibility that such landing gears can be made industrially for some aircraft as an alternative to a more conventional type of landing gear. It is not well suited to wooden airframes because it produces high local loads at its attachment and requires metal fittings to carry these loads properly into the wooden structure. My next series of articles will deal with engines and propellers for light aircraft.
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Landing Gears for Light Aircraft - Size 

simplicity. It consisted of a steel tube passed through the fuselage and held to it by shock cords wound around the lower longeron and the tube. Side loads as ...
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Propellers for Light Aircraft - Size 

Propellers For Light Aircraft. By Georges Jacquemin, EAA 3618. Reprinted in part from the magazine CANADIAN AVIATION. For engines of 40 hp and up, ...
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Landing Gears Having No Shock Absorbers 

frame is contoured to fit over the head rest. No. 2 was sold to Dick Andress ... The kinetic energy to be absorbed by the landing gear is therefore %mu2 where v ...
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Landing Gears: Toe In or Toe Out? 

closer together in the front than at the rear when we look down upon a pair of wheels. If unrestrained by axles, the wheels would move closer together as they.
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Shafts In Light Aircraft 

power for what they wanted to do â€” fly with a man aboard their machine. While some early aircraft designers were able to use remote propellers with.
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balancing - the Light Aircraft Association 

Aug 2, 2011 - protective leading-edge and resealing the end grain against moisture .... the 7Ëš predicted requirement from the polar diagram (right). Run 4 (Fig ...
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repeated mistake is made is in the wing root and fuse- lage junction. ... also used to great advantage in the National Air Races. The light lines shown on the ...
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Aug 2, 2011 - They may then drift into assuming that the vibration levels to which ... A single bolt with washers to make up the required balance weight may be ...Missing:
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Worm Gears 

c = Ï€ m) where m = Module, and. D. W. = Pitch circle diameter of worm. The lead angle ..... Calculate : 1. tangential force acting on the worm ; 2. axial thrust and.
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MANY AIRCRAFT USE EITHER RIGID tubing or flexible hoses for their hydraulic or pneumatic brake, landing gear, and steer- ing systems. For low-pressure.
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Non-Structural Wing Leading Edges For Light Aircraft 

108) bonded and impregnated with polyester resin. Such leading edges are simple to make and are dur- able. They are very rigid and need not be formed to the.
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Designing landing gear for that 

The remaining 65 percent tire deflection is ... AN AIRCRAFT THAT CHEATS THE LAWS OF PHYSICS .... RV series), it offers a cheaper, lower drag solution. A.
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Shimmy in Aircraft Landing Gear - Mathematics in Industry 

Specifically, Airbus wish to identify key system elements that may cause .... Some of the forms used to model measured data on these relationships are .... can seek small periodic solutions by the method of harmonic balance, and it is known.
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2. Wooden fuselage, truss type, fabric covered (Piel. "Emeraude"). 3. Welded steel tube fuselage, truss type, fabric cov- ... The box is held rigid by four main bulk-.
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Types shown in Figs. 1 and 2 are used for externally braced wings, either in mono- ... 1 Two-spar wing structure, internal wire bracing. Fig. ... Adjustment of the wire tension is made by ... a report by Bob Nolinske, entitled, "EAA MEMBERS.
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Covering and Finishing of Light Aircraft 

five pounds per square foot) for aircraft in the ultra-light category. Openings must be cut in the fabric for passage of control cables. They should have their edges ...
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Cowling and Cooling of Light Aircraft Engines 

Waste heat from the combustion process is conducted through the cylinder ... Most contemporary light airplane cooling systems may be ..... required 5 in. of water pressure difference between up- ..... The kind of work coming under the industrial.
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Gravitylight Gears interne Remplacement 

Alors, comment faire pour supprimer et remplacer les engrenages internes. RÃ©digÃ© par: Michallynn Hoffman. Gravitylight Gears interne Remplacement.
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provides a good â€œcookbookâ€� example for those interested in designing a landing ... Electronics International Inc. www.Buy-EI.com. Phone: (541) 318-6060 Fax: ...
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Jigs For Wooden Aircraft 

assembly jig is needed, one golden rule should be adopted. Start on a level ..... a spar table is used, "C" clamps can be used in place of angle iron clamps. JIGS .
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